This paper introduces the application of neural networks to modeling cut surface quality for plasma arc cutting process. The neuro-model of cut surface quality consists of three parallel neural networks, respectively, called the cut shape neuro-predictor, and dross attached level and cut surface roughness neuro-estimators. A modified BP learning algorithm was used to train the neural networks. Implementation of the neural networks in the modeling is discussed in detail. Prediction applications of the neuro-model are described for various cutting conditions.
Introduction
Plasma arc cutting process has recently found increasing applications in manufacturing industries.
On the other hand, the improvement and control of the cutting quality are expected for automation cutting. For this reason, the modeling of the cutting process is needed.
Artificial neural network (ANN) is a computing system which utilizes a highly parallel architecture to efficiently perform pattern recall, prediction and classification tasks. It has been proved that the modeling approach using neural networks can provide higher modeling precision and reduce modeling cost significantly, due to the potential of the ANN to learn nonlinear features of any system from incomplete experimental data regardless of external noise.
This paper introduces a neural network approach to modeling cut surface quality for plasma arc cutting process. Applications of the cut surface quality neuromodel developed are described for various cutting conditions.
Cut surface quality evaluation
A description of the cut surface formed by plasma arc cutting process is given in Fig. 1 , where such items as top and bottom kerf widths, bevel angle, dross attached level and cut surface roughness are used to describe the cut surface quality'). Of these, top and bottom kerf widths, and bevel angle describe cut geometry while the others reflect the state of cut surface. Bevel angle represents the difference between top and bottom kerf widths. When bottom kerf width is greater than top kerf width, bevel angle becomes negative . Kerf widths imply the consumption of power and utilization ratio of the base metal (or secondary waste volume), in addition to that the bottom kerf width of zero interprets the base Cut surface quality in plasma arc cutting application is governed by a number of cutting process variables, for instance, the type and thickness of the material to be cut, the type and flow rate of the plasma gas, cutting current, cutting speed, cutting torch height, and nozzle parameters (diameter and constrict length).
As an attempt, this study deals with the modeling between main process parameters (cutting current, cutting speed and plate thickness) and cut surface quality for the base metal of mild steel often used in industry. By using additional training data in the future, it is convenient to further improve estimation accuracy and to enlarge applicable scope for the neuro-based model. The same training scheme as the above was adopted Moreover, since actual computing outputs from the output layer are continuous values between 0 and 1, it is needed to change the neuro computing outputs into the desired symbolic expressions with values of 1 or 0 by setting a threshold. A physical number field value of 0.5 was found to be suitable for the threshold. At the end of the learning process, the computed outputs more than or equal to the threshold were regarded as "True" condition outputs and 100% matching rate was obtained between the computed and targeted outputs. To test the accuracy of the estimator, 10 data pairs not used in the training were presented to the trained estimator as new application data. All estimated results matched the experimental values except a pair of data (that is, the matching rate is 90%). The tested results demonstrate that network configuration used is acceptable and the trained estimator can be used to estimate the attached level of dross.
Applications
By the trained model, one can predict and assess the surface quality of a cut beforehand, and determine the required cutting process parameters for a desirable cut with minimal knowledge or experience.
To show the practical value of the model and to aid in understanding effects of cutting conditions on the cut surface quality, various applications are described in the following. The reported predictions (or estimations) were carried out over the cutting process variable range of cutting currents of 20.100 A, cutting speeds of 30-300 cm/min and plate thicknesses of 2-10 mm. The goal of doing so is to provide a convenience for three dimensional visualization of predicted data. That is to say, for a thicker plate the selection range of cutting speed is narrower and cutting must be done at lower speed, to obtain a good-quality cut of free dross.
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